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The Posts
By now you will all have seen the
posts that have been installed
around the cricket pitch at the
top end of the Common.
Watching them being driven into
the ground was quite fascinating.
The pile driver that was attached
to the contractor’s tractor
consisted of a 500lb weight that
was repeatedly lifted up and
dropped onto the top of a post to
be driven in. Remarkably, the
posts them-selves were flatended, not pointed, and were
driven into the ground by sheer
brute force. Access to the
Common for vehicles will now be
via openings that are normally
closed with either lockable
cross-bars or removable posts.
The keys for these access
points are available from Chris
Hamilton at the Post Office.
Downley Walk
This year the Downley Walk will
be held on May 17th, 1998 and
will set off from the Memorial
hall at 1.45pm. The route will go
via Hughenden Manor who will
be having a Spring Plant Fair
that day, so there will be the
opportunity to buy a plant while
you are there. The route then
continues past the Disraeli
Monument before returning to
the Le De Spencers Arms for
the traditional tea and soft
drinks courtesy of the Parish
Council.
We look forward to seeing you
there on the day.
Downley Common Leaflet
Following the success of the
Parish Map project, the Parish
Council has decided to recycle
some of the profits made from
sales of the map into other
community projects. One idea
that has been proposed is to
produce a leaflet on Downley
Common that describes its

history, geography, biology and
anything else that may be of
interest, not only to the visitor to
Downley, but also to its residents.
The Common Preservation Society
has therefore established a small
research
team
who
are
investigating the possible sources of
information about the Common and
its immediate periphery.
In addition to the efforts of the
research team, we would love to
hear from those of you who have
stories to tell about the Common,

old photographs (like the one
above), maps and any other
existing
literature
with
information about the Common.
If the amount of information
available is sufficient, then it
likely that the leaflet may expand
into a booklet. All sources will be
acknowledged. If you can supply
any of the above then please
contact Bill Thompson at The
Cottage, Downley Common on
01494 520648.
Craft Ideas for Downley Day

Diary
29 March 1998, 10.00am

Working party LeDe Spencers

1 Apr 1998, 8.00pm

Quarterly Meeting,
Sunnybank Methodist Church

15 April 1998, 1.30pm

Mid-week working party LeDe Spencers

19 April 1998, 1.30pm

Working party, LeDe Spencers

5 May 1998, 7.30pm

Common leaflet meeting, Woodland View

10 May 1998, 10.00am

Working party, LeDe Spencers

7 June 1998, 10,00

Working party, LeDe Spencers

24 June 1998, 1.30pm

Mid-week working party LeDe Spencers

24 June 1998, 8.00pm

Quarterly Meeting,
Sunnybank Methodist Church

As usual, the Common Preservation Society will have a
presence at Downley Day.
Following last year’s successful
display of a bodger’s lathe by
Don Murray, we will be
attempting something similar this
year. However, we are always
on the lookout for good ideas, so
if anyone wishes to bring along
an exhibit of a traditional craft,
they would be very welcome. If
you have any ideas about a
display that could be put on at
Downley Day, we would also like
to hear about it, so long as it is
both legal and inoffensive to the
public morals!
Sawpits and Lynchets Hughenden Manor 25 June.
There will be a lecture on the
subject of Sawpits and Lynchets
at Hughenden Manor on June
25. For more information please
contact the Manor on 01494
522234.
Tree Names
We are still looking for the
names of significant
trees
within
the
parish. If you recall
from the last issue (if
you received one),
we are doing a
survey of trees that
have some social or
geographical significance. If you can
suggest such trees
and any traditional
names
that
they
have, please let us
know by contacting
Owen Rush or Bill
Thompson.

used once already to provide the
seat for the late John Brandon. It is
proposed to site the new seat on
the opposite side of the cricket and
football pitch, ie. on the south side,
under the hawthorn tree and facing
north, and we feel sure it will be as
well used and appreciated by all
who love the Common as the first
one is.
Tractor and Healthcheck
Our trusty old tractor seems to be
showing its age at last, as it does
not want to go at the drop of a hat
and seems to want to stop for a
breather more often that we would
like (ie. it keeps breaking down).
Because we do not want to throw
old friends on the scrap-heap, and
because we do not have enough
funds to buy a suitable replacement
just yet, a delegation was
despatched on Sunday 29 March to
coax it to the “doctors”.

farm where it is hoped it will
obtain a new lease of life.
Stripped of the flail which has
done manful work over the
years, the old thing looked rather
folorn as we pulled away.
If it pulls through the operation
and comes home, then the
proposal is to give the same
loving care to the body that the
doctor will hopefully give to the
works. On Wednesday, 15 April,
the mid-week work party hope to
start on degreasing and derusting the the tractor in
preparation for a new coat of
paint to be applied on Sunday,
19 April or Sunday 10 May,
depending on when the tractor is
ready.

Four good men and true, plus a
boy, a dog and a car, drove, cajoled
or willed a spluttering beast down
Blacksmiths Lane and with heart in

The new livery is to be David
Brown Red with the possible
addition of “go-faster stripes”
and fluffy dice hanging from the
rear-view mirror (what mirror?).
So come along with any old
brush and a pot and help to
condemn the Yellow Peril to its
rightful place in DCPS history

mouth, through the narrow High
Street of West Wycombe to friendly

and maybe someone could bring
a camera for some before and

Mrs Symes Seat
The DCPS has been
approached by Mrs
S. Syme to make a
seat in memory of
her father who was
very active in the
Wycombe area for
many years. Two of
our members (Don
Murray and Owen
Rush) have already
started cutting out a
seat from the remainder of the
large oak tree which has been
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after shots for posterity.
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